Designed to transform and convert facilities into smart warehouses – the workplace of the future.
Logistic Optimization = Time and Money

Merges real-time data collection and on-demand communication with personnel activity, via the world wide web, allowing for better operational decisions.

Transmits highly-visible operational information to personnel such as: appointments/arrivals/departures of shipments, dock status/availability, the time shipments spend at docks and/or facility, operational KPIs, and various alarm conditions.

Promotes effective facility management by providing monitoring tools and maintenance alerts to remotely and successfully manage facility units.

At the core, 4SIGHT Connect products provide data to help facilities adjust for better cost management. It observes and calls attention to lags in production and work inefficiencies to eliminate waste, unnecessary work, and resources for cost efficiency and operational growth.

MONITORS. ENABLES. SOLVES.
CHALLENGE: Network locked down at the workplace. Insufficient or missing data regarding dock performance.

SOLUTION: Uses a long range wireless technology plus a cellular connection to form a network with cloud-based software to facilitate access to your data. Provides dock status, time at dock, alerts and reports.

MONITORS Data-Driven Operations

- View alarms, override events, display group and activity information and generate custom reports/schedules within seconds and at your fingertips.

DOCK EQUIPMENT STATUS
- All Dock View Status, Time at Dock and Alert Condition
- Individual Dock Detail View
- Override Request/Authorization
- Create Password Settings

STANDARD REPORTING SUITE
- Load Time
- Dock Utilization
- Cycle Counts
- Overrides
- Turn Time
- Trailer Presence Off & Door Open Time
- Recent Activity

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS TILES ALERT LIST
- Avg. Truck Turn Time
- Avg. Truck Load Time
- # of Truck Turn Time Escalations
- # of Truck Load Time Escalations
- Dock Utilization %
- Real Time Data
- Active Alerts
- Active Overrides
- Docks in Use
- Truck Turn Time Escalation (Set by User)
- Truck Load Time Escalation (Set by User)

Intelligent Dock Management

Manage performance, productivity, and safety in a convenient web-based platform.

CUSTOMIZABLE ALERTS
- Restraint Engaged
- Restraint Released
- Trailer Present On/Off
- Override Request
- Override Set
- Trailer Present Off/Door Open
- Diagnostics
- Truck Turn Time Escalation
- Truck Load Time Escalation

DOCK EQUIPMENT STATUS

- All Dock View Status, Time at Dock and Alert Condition
- Individual Dock Detail View
- Override Request/Authorization
- Create Password Settings
**SOLVES. The Future of a Connected Facility**

4SIGHT Connect products allow businesses to visualize, maximize and analyze operational behaviors at their gate, docks and yard. This innovative platform connects logistic processes to the internet for data processing and operational efficiency, making it ideal to run your business intelligently and effectively.

---

**GET CONNECTED!**

To learn more about our 4SIGHT Connect products and solutions, please contact.

**4SIGHT**

1612 Hutton Dr., Suite 140
Carrollton, TX 75006
866.691.1377
www.4sightsolution.com